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Annex I - Team Score Table

What

P
H
A
S
E
 

A

Elements of the Plant and Animal World 

1 point each

How Many Points

Functions of the identified elements 

5 points each

Relationships between the elements 

10 points each

Basic elements 

3 points each

Fixed elements and their possible shadow

1 point each

Design Inspired by Natural/Geometric shapes

10 points 

Problem Solver elements for facing a Scenario

10 points each

Are there any walkways? 

1 point each
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Annex I - Team Score Table

What

P
H
A
S
E
 

C

Cards/plants properly planted in each spot/plot 

1 point each

How Many Points

Best buddies cards/plants in two close spots/plots 

5 points each

Best buddies cards/plants in the same spot/plot 

the square of the points calculated in the spot    p

Strategic combo of cards which face a Scenario

20 points

Construction or Readaptation of a Recycled Box

10 points

Decoration of the Microgarden Box

5 points 

Gathering of soil, seeds and equipment 

10 points

Realisation of a cultivation calendar

5 points

Choosing a location

5 points

P
H
A
S
E
 

D

2
→

Microgarden planted and positioned

10 points
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Annex II
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements description

Basic Elements

Cardinal Points 

2

Used to indicate in your boardgame where the North, South,
East, West are. Useful to trace the sunrise, sunset and
sunlight exposure of your garden.

How long is the average sunlight hours in spring? summer?
Autumn? Winter?

Sunlight

How strong are the winds during each season? Can you find
back the weather in the previous year as reference?

Wind

2Do you experience lack of rain, extreme heat  and drought
in summer? Extreme cold in winter? Overly moderate
winter? Or just right temperature per season?

Water 
(Rain and Snow)

2What kind of soil do you imagine to be naturally present in
the garden you are designing?-Clay soil holds more water,
expands and contracts- Sandy soil drains well and does not
hold water long - Bare, lighter colored soils reflect light
while darker and mulched soils absorb light and radiate
heat- Dark soil that is not dense will heat up fastest

Soil
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Annex II
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements description

2

2Do you have water supply from faucet or do you plan to
capture water naturally?In permaculture, there are two basic
strategies of water conservation on a farm: storing water in
the soil (through plants, trees and mulching) and the
diversion of surface water to dams/ponds and tanks for later
use; storing it on the surface.

Fixed Elements

Building (house,
school building)

Are you designing your garden for your home or school
building? If for home, you may consider animals in it but in
school, who will take care of them when school is closed?

Rocks capture and slowly radiate heatRocks

Trees are vital. In permaculture, their role in water
conservation is crucial. As the biggest plants on the planet,
they give us oxygen, store carbon, stabilise the soil and give
life to the world's wildlife. They also provide us with the
materials for tools and shelter.

Tree

2

Fences are necessary in managing animals. Hedges
stimulates and support biodiversity and support the
vegetable garden.

Fences, hedges

Water supply source

If you think of 3 more fixed elements you wish to add in
your gameboard or garden design, you can add a maximum
of 3 elements not in the list.

Other elements
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Annex II
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements description

Problem-solver Elements

Beehive

2

Bolsters your permaculture garden, you protect the fees and
you get free honey

A composter or compost bin is a container into which you
place organic waste to turn into compost over time. If you
have chickens, feed the organic kitchen peelings and food
scraps to the chickens first and only their left-over must go
to the compost.

Composter

There are different types of drip irrigation but they are all
very efficient in saving water. Drip irrigation is a type of
micro-irrigation system that has the potential to save water
and nutrients by allowing water to drip slowly to the roots
of plants, either from above the soil surface or buried below
the surface.

Drip irrigation

Contributes to water conservation,  dry composting toilets
are an efficient, cyclical way of dealing with human waste
through the biological process of composting.

Compost toilet

Chickens help the gardene create systems of bounty through
their natural behaviours: scratching, pecking, hunting bugs,
eating and manuring. As such, they are the ideal livestock
companion for small- or large-scale permaculture design. Of
course, they also assure you of daily supply of eggs.

Chicken coop

A chicken tractor (sometimes called an ark) is a movable
chicken coop without a floor. In case your garden is very big,
this is useful in preparing naturally fertilized garden beds,
worked by the chickens.

Chicken tractors
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Annex II
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements description

Problem-solver Elements

Fenced area for free-
range animals (ducks,
goats, sheeps, geese..)

2

If your imagined garden is large enough to accommodate
animals, then you have to foresee a fenced area where they
can stay without eating up all your crops and plants.

Ponds are fantastic habitats for a wide range of wildlife,
including toads, frogs, newts, insects and birds. That's
because they provide excellent sources of food and water,
as well as being a home or breeding ground for the local
wildlife to utilise.

Pond (Do-it-yourself)
Native and drought
resistant plant
species

Mulch is any material that is spread or laid over the surface
of the soil as a covering. It can be leaves of plants, or
machine mulched branches, or mowed grass. It maintains
the integrity of the soil beneath it, protects the earth from
drying out under the sun and/or washed away when the
rains come and/or blown away in the wind. It creates water
retention, therefore helps conserve water by 10%. Mulching
prevents weeds, provides habitats for useful insects and
microorganisms, and moderates soil temperatures. The right
type even feeds the soil as it decomposes.

Mulch

This is a hill culture or hill mound. Instead of putting
branches, leaves and grass clippings in bags by the curbside
for the bin, build a hugel bed. You can plant vegetables
immediately on top while the trillions of organisms
breakdown the decaying branches underneath.

Hugel culture

Insects and wildlife are an important part of a permaculture
design, the more insects, the better for the biodiversity.

Insect hotel
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Annex II
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements description

Problem-solver Elements

2

This is where you store your garden tools. Make them
accessible so you don’t waste too much time to take and
return them.

Speeds up composting with the use of worms (African
crawlers). If there is a large supply of food scraps in your
area, this is a gold converter as it turns scraps into very rich
compost and beautiful.

Vermi-composting

There are different ways to capture water. There are rain
water captors for examples. Water is always the number one
priority for any permaculture system, as Mark Shepard
would say: No matter where you go and what mineral
deficiencies you have, there are plants who can adapt to
these conditions, but no plant can live without water!That’s
why Permaculture design tries to harvest, retain and rescue
as much water as possible before it is lost from the system.

Water captors

A permaculture swale is a technique that captures water in
the landscape for passive irrigation and for slowing runoff. ...
For many gardeners and farmers, catching rainwater in the
landscape can be a low-maintenance way to irrigate and
improve soil quality at the same time.

Tool shed

Vital is everything! See Tree AnnexTree

Swale
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Annex III
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements to be cut
and paste ... (from this sheets or from old magazines, they can be also drawn)
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Annex III
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements to be cut
and paste ... (from this sheets or from old magazines, they can be also drawn)
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Annex III
Basic , Fixed  and Problem solver elements to be cut
and paste ... (from this sheets or from old magazines, they can be also drawn)
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Annex IV- Patterns and Shapes
IV.1 Natural Patterns

Simplified Derived ShapesPattern

Hexagons

Fractals

Spiral
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Circle

Rectangles

Semi
circle

Arc of a Circle  Chord of a Circle

Isosceles trapezium

HexagonEllipse

Annex IV- Patterns and Shapes
IV.2 Garden Designs and Geometric Shapes

Simplified Derived DesignGardens

Square

Isosceles/Equilateral
Triangle

Ring 

Semi
circle

Concentric
Circles
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Combine
different

geometric
shapes!

Rhombus

Parallelogram

Sources: 
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/special/organic/the-essence-of-permaculture-gardening.htm
https://www.greenmylife.in/permaculture-garden/

Isosceles trapezium

Annex IV- Patterns and Shapes
IV.2 Garden Designs and Geometric Shapes

ShapesGardens

Triangle

Ring 

Spiral
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Annex V- Permaculture Principles

 Observe   and Interact

 Catch and Store Energy

 Obtain a Yield

 Apply Self-Regulation and Feedback

 Use and Value Renewables

 Produce No Waste

 Design from Patterns to Details

 Integrate Don’t Segregate

 Use Small,  Slow Solutions

 Use and Value Diversity

 Use Edges and Value the Marginal

 Creatively Use and Respond to Change

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.


